ARTICLE ON

In this summer vacation I have visited BALAJI AQUA INDUSTRIES along with
my family. It is Located at Poosapatirega in Vizianagaram District. In this water plant nearly 30 members
are working including men & women such as Plant Supervisors, Workers, Drivers, Delivery boys etc.

PICS: Interaction with Supervisor
It was established in 2010 and has been working for 10 years successfully. It was established
by Sri Sureshkumar Sir. In this company water packets and water bottles are prepared by sentimental
name GAYATHRI and BIBO respectively.

PICS: Preparing empty water bottles
Firstly water packets and water bottles are prepared by specific machine called automatic
water packing machine. The water packets and bottles are packed and the packed bags are delivered to
ordered customers by delivery boys on the dot. This company also has 2 boleros.

PICS: Different machines available at Aqua Industry

The regular stocks are maintained and checked by supervisors daily. Sometimes the machines are
got repaired, at that time supervisors need to stay at nights in the company to repair machines with the
help of technicians by the instructions of the owner.

PICS: Purification and Storage tanks available in Industry
They keep their surroundings neat and clean. The remained water after packing the water
packets will be released out and they are used by the surroundings people of their daily needs.

PICS: Distribution after preparing water bottles and water packets, and through tankers
In this way company has been running successfully till to the date. I am surprised after visiting
this company for their planning, controlling, coordinating, directing of work. The members in water
plant are very enthusiastic to work in this company. They feel satisfaction for their work and they work
according to the orders of the supervisors.
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